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1) Your Hair is Suffocating
or Dehydrated
 

2) You are Using Drugstore Products

There are many reasons why your hair could be

suffocating. Number one is a buildup of minerals or

hardwater. This is extremely common with well water

full of iron. A filtered shower head is the best solution

for this type of buildup. Hair can also become

extremely dehydrated and damaged from chlorine.

For swimmers, the best option would be a heavy

conditioner or mask under a swim cap. 

There’s a big misconception of professional products just being “marked up” versus drug store products.

The harsh reality is, there’s a reason you can buy Pantene, Suave and Herbal Essence for $3-$5 dollars per

bottle. They are full of fillers, silicone, and sulfates. These not only cause excessive build up on the hair,

but they also suffocate the cuticle. If you ever feel like your hair gets oily moments after washing, it’s

because you are using cheap products. 

3) Hair is Over
Processed

Sadly, this is true for blondes. Naturally when you bleach your hair, it’s

going to cause damage. There are safe ways to do this but going from

dark brown to platinum in one appointment is not the way. Allow your

hair to build up the cuticle again with olaplex or other professional

products before frying it again.
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Special Sale

4) Disease or Illness
This one speaks for itself. If you have been diagnosed with a disease or illness that is

severe, this will almost always affect hair growth and health. Another thing to note is

many people have documented stunted hair growth after having COVID, even

months later. 

5) Medication is Stumping Growth
I have had lots of clients complain about slow hair

growth, finding out later they are on anti-depressants,

anti-anxiety, or other medications. The most common

ones I’ve seen typically are related to hormone balance.

Medication for menstrual cramps, menopause, or birth

control. 

6) Too Much Heat Damage
While obvious, some people would like to ignore this one. Heat

styling with ANY tool every day is a huge NO. This goes for blow-

drying as well. You should not be heat styling more than 3 times a

week.

7) Wrong Hair Accessories 

There have been many bad trends since 2020, but scrunchies and banana clips have

been the best. Ditch the old binders (that are basically rubber bands) and switch to t-

shirt binders, scrunchies or clips. These put the least amount of pull on your hair and

keep your head happy at the same time. 
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9) Not Being Gentle with Wet Hair

Hair is the most elastic and fragile when it’s wet. This

means your hair can stretch and break when you

comb through it wet. If your hair tangles easily,

invest in a detangled that will assist in combing it

out. Pureology, 21 Benefits is by far the best

detangled while adding heat protection and tons of

other benefits. 

10) Pregnant or Nursing 
For the most part, people report losing hair post birth.

This is because most prenatal and other supplements

cause over excessive amounts of hair growth during

pregnancy. Once the baby is born and these supplements

stop, it is common to for women to lose a lot of that hair.

It is also common for the hair to not go back to its

previous state (straight, curly, wavy etc.). 

8) Overuse of Products Containing Protein 

Many products have keratin builders, protein and other formulas causing protein

overload. You will notice this if you have been using these types of products and

your hair feels dull, brittle and/or stiff. Your hair can naturally sluff this off once

you give it a break. 


